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A free-%Ught investigation to determine -hinge -mt character- 
i&ice of a trailing-edge control on a swept and tempered wTmg k been 
conducted through the use of a rocket-powered model. The model cansisted 
of a pointed cylindrical body equipped with a cruciform arrangement 
of 52.5O wept wings with au aspect ratio of 3 aud a taper ratio of 0.2. 
Thewingpauels in one plane featured constant-chord, Ipboard, traLling- 
edge controls hFnged at 4-0 percent control chord, me control being naod- mL 
ified by a eingle row of perforations near the trtiling edge. Test Mach 
nmibere ranged frm 0.7 to 1.8. 

Control hinge moments were small throughout the speed range forcall. 
ccut&inat~ops of angle of attach and control deflection tested. 

The fairly recent ability of piloted aircraft to operate near and 
beyond the speed of sound has resulted in a greater need for the aero- 
dynamicbalance of control surfaces not onlytodecreaeethepower 
requirements of control booster systems but also to allow the pilot EICDZ 
control in the event of booster system failure. Although several man8 . 
of increasing control aerodynamzk balance sre available, possibly the 
most obvious is to change the normally forward location of the control 
hinge line to a location neazer the control aerodynmk center. This 
method has been used successfully in previous inveetigations (see, for 
exemple, refs. 1 to 5) and wae ueed also In the preeent test. Since 
control-aerodynamic-center location generaUy varies from about 35 pekent 
control mean aerodynemic chord at subsonic speeds to &out 50 percent 
control mean aerodyne&c chord at supersonic speeds, a compromised value 
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of 40 percent control mean aerodynsmic chord was chosen as the hinge-line 
location In the present investigation. This investigationutilLseda 
rocket-powered model with a 52.5O swept and tapered wing en&odying partial- 
span, constant-chord, trailing-edge controls with 67 percent overhang 
balance. A single row of holes was drilled near the trailing edge of 
one of the two controls. It was reasonedthatthis wouldprovide addi- 
tional aerodynsPnicbalasce andby simultan&xslyte&mgtwo controlcon- 
figurations would sU.ow mre efficient use of the research vehicle. 

Control hinge moments weremeasuredatvarious ccmibinstions of 
9 

e 
of attack (ranging from i4-O to flO" at subsanic speeds and 3~0.3~ to k3 
at supersonic speeds) and control deflection(up to e") at-several Mach 
nuuibers between 0.7 and 1.8 for both controls. Reynolds mz&er based on 
wingmean aerodynmic chordvariedfrcm 3 millionto 13mLllion. 

Results are presented herein snd coqpmed tith linearized theory, 
where avallable. 
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SYMBOLS 

. 

control chord. ft ._ 

wing mean aerodynsmk chord, ft 

total wing area in one plane, sq..f% 

sxea mcment of control surface rearward of and about hinge 
line, ft3 

control-surface deflection at inboard end assured parallel to 
model center line (positive when trailing edge is down), deg 

angle of sideslip at model center of gravity, 4 3 da, 
I 

deg 

model sngular acceleration in pitch, radLans/sec2 

Machnumber 

Reynolds nmiber based on a 
%."B 
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free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq f-t 

mdel normal acceleration at center of gravity, g units 

model transverse acceleration at center of gravity, g units 

acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2 

controlhinge moment, ft-lb 

m&l moment of inertia In pitch, slug-ft2 

Pita moment sboutmdelcenter of gravity, f%-lb 

control hinge-mment coefficient, H 
mtq 

model normal-force coefficient, (-1 wa3wbn) 
ss 

mode1pitching-mcme nt coe$ficient, "a+ 
@= 

increIrlent 

incrementalchangein s dividedbyin cremental chsnge in 
a at constant 6, per deg 

incremental chmge in s dividedbyincrementalchsnge in 
8 at constant a, per deg 

incrementaJ,~in (3~ ditided.byincrementalchsngein 
a at constant 8ar per deg 

incremental chsngein CN dividedbyticrementalchange in 
8a at constant a,perdeg 

incremental change in G dividedbyincremental chsngein 
a at constant 6,, per deg 

increme&a;l change Fn s dividedbyincremental change in 
a at constant ea; per deg 



Subscripts: ..- _. _. 

P control with perforations near trailing edge 

av average of both controls 

0 outoftrim 

The binge-mcment model used in this investigation consisted of a - 
cylindricslbody, withogival nose andtail sections; equippedwith a 
cruciform arrsngement of swept tapered wings. A drawing of the model, 
showing oversll dimensions, is presented-in figure l(a) and photographs 
of the model sre shown in figure 2. 

The solidmsgnesium-slloywingshsdanNACA~ACC6 airfoil section 
parallel to.the free stream, .a taper ratio of 0.2, aii aspect ratio of 3, 
and a 52.5' angle of sweep at the qWer chord. The wing panels in the 
pitch plane enib'odied constant-chord (15 pekcent exgojed King root) 
trailing-edge controlswhich extended over the iriboed 6Opercentofthe 
exposed wing spa- The controls were hinged at 40 percent control chord 
and attached to the wing through two roller bearlngs. The controls were 
of modified double-wedge airfoil section md of solid-steel construction. 
The deflection angle at which the controls mportedwas eater than w 
control deflections experienced in flight. The controlontheleftwing 
was partiallyperforatedwith asinglerowofl/8-inchholes along the 
8%percent-control-chord line. Details of the. Mng and control are shown 
in figure l(b). physical constants of model are presented in table I. 

Flight Test 

The flight test was conducted at the Langley Pilotless Aircraft 
Reseskch Station at Wallops Island, Va. The model was boosted to a Mach 
nuuiber of 1.8 and during the coasting period which followed data were 
telemetered to a ground receiving station and recorded. 

Flight conditions resulted in the values of R-mlds nu&er and 
dynsmic pressure presented as a function of Mach rmrdber in figure 3. 
All data were obtained in decelerated flight (0 to -5g). 

.._ 
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. 
INS-ATION 

Inductance-type instruments were used to measure time histories of 
model nomal snd trausverse acceleration, static and-total pressure, 
deflection angle and hinge mments of each control, aud model angle of 
attach. On the solid control, both high- and low-range instruments were 
used to measure hinge moments. The perforated controlusedonlythe high- 
range instrument. Response ofthemeasurIng andrecording instrmnen tation 
was such that no correction to the recorded data was required at the fre- 
quencies encountered Fn the tests.. 

A Rati set AN/GMD-LA recorded atmspheric data at sU flight 
altitudes. Flight-path data were obtained from tracking rti, aud a 
CW Doppler velocjmeter was used to determine initial flight velocities. 
A visual flight record was obtained by photography. 

TECHNIQUEi 

. 

4 

The technique ~loyedinthis Investigation consisted.ofmxhan- 
1caU.y pulsing the controls as elevators so that their deflection varied 
sinusoidsUy with t3me. ThepulsFngfrequencywas varied from 5 cycles 
per second at a w mmikr of 1.76 to l$ cycles per second at a Mach 
nmiber of 0.7 in an attempt to obtain a constant 90' phase difference 
between the model pitching response sndthe control 3nput. This phase 
difference allowed a more accurate separation of the effects of a 
and 8 onthe controlhinge moment and model normal-force and pit-- 
moment results. The control pulsing amplitude was 5’ with a variation 
of about Gzo due to load deflection of the control J&&age. 

In addition to pitching oscillations, themodelresponse included 
unwanted roJLn and sideslip oscillations. TbLstechniqueresultedti 
a continuous measurement of hinge moments for each control at vary@ 
co&inations of control deflection, angle of sideslip, end angle of 
attach. These data are presented 333 tshle II and sample sections of the 
telemeter record are shown in figure 4. 

ACCURACY 

. The following informstian is presented to indicate possible error 
in basic measurements. These values represent maxImumermr(i2percent 
full-scale-ins-b rument ranges) in evaluating isolated data. In ccarrputations 
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involving differences (such as slope evaluations), possible errors in 
the component quantities csn be considered to be about one-half as large 
as those indicated except as noted otherwIse. 

Qu=titY 

Control deflection, deg r' . . . . . l -'-. . . '. . ;' . 

Model angle of attack, deg 

Error 

kO.20 

MaxImum error-- . l ‘. . i . . . . . . i . . . . .‘. zk(O.60 f 0.5(l) 
Differenceerror...............5. fl.30 

Model normal acceleration;g units . . . . . . . . . dil.0 

W&-range hinge mment, solid control, ft=lb . . . io.u.6 

I;ow-range hinge mcunent, solid control, ft-lb . . . . ko.040 

Hinge ament, perforated control,.f+lb . . . . . . ~3.116 

Model transverse acceleration, g units . . . . . .-. kO.40 

Normal acceleration at nose of model, g units . . . kCl.48 

Error in Mach nmiber is estzlmated to be less thsn f0.02. Errors in 
dynsmic pressure are estim&& te be less t&an 5 percent. 

AssumIng probable errors ofS percent of full-scsJ.e-instrument- 
range for the hinge-moment, angle-of-attack, and control-deflection 
data resulted In the following root-mees-square errorsinMnge-moment 
results: 
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CORRECTICNS 

Hinge-MmentData 

ELLnge-mmentmeasureme nts were corrected for zero load friction and 
inertia effects caused by the pulsing mtion. These corrections were 
&mut1/2percentaud3/4percentofthe full-scale ranges ofthe hinge- 
momentinst rune&s for the perforated and solid control, respectively. 
No attempt was -to determine the extentthatflightairloads increased 
the bearing friction of the control and, hence, affected the measured 
control hinge moments. 

Measured values of control deflection were adJusted to remove load 
deflection of the control system out to the Qibomd end of the control 
surfaces. However,nomeasurements or csJ.culationswere cdrqpletedto 
determine control aeroelastic effects. 

As previouslymentioned, themodelresponse includedunwsntedrolling 
and sideslip oscillations. Althoughthe effe.cts ofrollingonthe hinge 
moments are believed negligible, the sideslip was estimated to have an 
effect at subsonic speeds. By treating the sidesLLp as a change in sweep 
and using the expressions of referepce 6, the followtng effects were 
indicated at subsonic speeds. Hinge moments on the solid control sre 
increased shout 1.8 percent per degree of positive sideslip aud decreased 
about 2.0 percent per degree of negative sideslip. Hinge moments on the 
perforated control are increased about 1.8 percent per degree of negative 
sideslip and decreased about 2.0 percent per degree of positive sideslip. 
At supersonic speeds, the angles of sideslip experienced in the present 
test usually were less than fro. Again, treating sideslip as a chsnge 
in sweep, linearized-theory expressions were obtained from references 7 
and 8 which indicated the effects of sideslip on values of e/! to be 
negligible. Jh view of the smallmsgnitude of sideslip, it is believed 
that the same resultwouldapplyto the effects of sideslip onhinge 
moments due to angle of attach aud out of trim. Thus, although the mib- 
sonic hinge mments were adJusted to account for sideslip effects, no 
corrections were applied to the supersonic-hinge-mcment data. 

Normal-Force snd Pitching-Mcment Data 

. 

The effects of sideslip on model norm&l. force end pitching moment 
were investigated snd found to be negligible since the loss on one wing 
or control surface wouldbe coqensated by the gain of the opposite wing 
panel or control surface. 

No aeroelastic corrections were applied to the measured data. It is 
believedthatthe rolling ofthemodelhadno effect onme asurednormal 
force or pitching mcments. 

- 
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Hinge Mcxuents 

Although some nonlinearities were evident inqhe hinge-mcanent data, 
the exact form of these rumlinearities was not apparent. Therefore, the 
following linear analysis was used. The hlsge--t-data were plotted 
aa functions of a and 8 as shown in figure 5. In figure S(a), the 
curve connecting the data points represents the measured hLcge-mcunent 
data. The straight-line curves connecting points of equs2. angle of attach 
on the measured data curve were constructedby assuming ch to have a 
linear vsriationwith 6 atinditidual sngles Of &hCkj thus, acme Lndl- 

cation ofthe separate effects of 8 onhinge mane&a was obtained. 
S~l-ly, in Mgure 5(b), straight-IAne curves connecting polnts of 
equal 8 were constructedbyassuming Ch tohave alLnearvsriation 
with a at individual control-surface deflections. This gave sn indica- 
tion of the effects of a on hfnge mnt; - 

. 

Normal Force 

Total normal force on.themodelwas measuredbymesns of anormal 
accelerometer. This total force was cang?osed of forces due to angle of 
attach, control deflection, snd out of trim. As in the analysis of the 
hinge-mcmzent data, the model norm&-force data were assumed to vary 
linesrly with angle of attach and control deflection. In addition to 
determining the normal-force results by the same method used in reducing 
the hinge-moment data, a least-squares method was'-used In which the data 
were fitted to the following equation: 

C,=*a+s8 + (cN> kc mav av 0 

Pitching Mcments __ 

The pitching mcanents were calculated fram the pitch acceleration of 
the model as determined frcm the readings 'of tuo-&xmal accelercm&ers 
at separate locations along the model 1ongitudAnsJ axis. These pitchWg 
moments were analyzed by the se two methods described for the normal- 
force results. The following equation was used Fn the lesst-squsres 
approach. 
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. Note that a pitch-damping term was not included in this equation. Since 
the lag of cz behind 8 was &out one-fourth of a cycle at lnost Mach 
nmibers, pitch Anmping was in phase with sndbecsme a part of the 

4Il term a~< 8avm This prevented accurate values of control pitching moments 

frombeing obtained. 

REXlIES ANDDISCWSICN 

Table II presents time histories of the reduced data obtained at 
vsriousMachnumbers inthis investigation. Theme asuredresponsesof 
control hinge moment (both controls), model normal force, and -1 
pitching momentsret&ulatedincoefficientformalongwiththe variables 
angle of attach, control deflection, snd angle of sideslip. These values 
sre intended to suppl~tthe plotted data. 

Hinge Moments 

A vtsual inspection of the telemeter record (reproduced in psrt 
in fig. 4) indicated that certain irregularities in the hinge-mcment 
traces were present at several Mach mere. These irregularities almost 
alms occurred at or near per& control deflections 

t 
see, for example, 

fig. 5) snd were inconsistent in form and direction i.e., at scme Mach 
numbers the firsteffectwas asincrease inhinge moments, whereas at 
0therMachnmibers the effect first resultedindecreasedhinge mmlents). 
Very slight irregularities were first noticed at about M = 1.5 *or one 
control only and at negative deflections only. As Mach number decreased 
with increasing time, the irregularities becsme more pronounced until 
at ebout M = 1.2 the effect wss obtained near both positive and negative 
deflection peaks snd for both controls. Althoughno explsnationofthese 
irregularities was obtained and it is not definitely known whether they 
are aerodynsmic or otherwise, it is believed that the ezplsnation probably 
is not aerodynsmic. Therefore, these data were not considered when the 
aerodyns&c hinge maanents were evaluated andvslues of &Z&/&6 and 
LY&/m were obtained at times when these irregularities were not evident. 

. 

The incremental slopes ACh/m and U$$u are presented as a 
function of Mach n&er in figures 6 and 7, respectively. Because of the 
assumption of linearity, these values represent aversge slopes over the 
measuredranges of a and 8 whichare indicatedinthe figures. The 
reader is cautioned against casuslly applying these results to different 
ranges of a and 8 since nonlinearities msybe present which could 
result in mibstsntisl errors. 
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Values of B&/A~ (fig. 6) are negative at alLMach nmtibers tested. 
Negative values indicate the controls are statically stable with control 
deflection (the center of pressure of the control deflection loading is 
behind the hinge lines). The variations of LX&/AZ? with b¶ach mmiber are 
not~unusual except for the trend to more negative values at the higher 
Mach nmibers. This trend is not predicted by the theoretical results 
presented in figure 6 which were calculated for the solid control with 
the aid of linearized-theory expressions obtained from references 7 and 8. 
These calculations igjmred the presence of the fuGlage. In this cor@r- 
ison, the differences between theory and eqeriment are magnified by the 
nearness.of the center of pressure to the hinge line. Ithasbeen sug- 
gested that'the qerimental variation in AC@+8 at the higher Mach 
numbers is primarily the result of changes in deflection range rather 
than a Mach nmiber effect. (Note the fidicated deflection ranges in 
fig. 6.) 

The AC&M data at Mach nuuibers tq to 1.1 which were obtained 
at a= -4 indicateno apprecisble effect of the control perforations. 
Rtiever, sme of the data for a =0 andMachnu&ers above 1.3 show 
that under these conditions the perforations resulted in a more closely 
balanced control with respect to deflection loads. 

Values of CL&/& presented In figure 7 are less than fo.01 except 
at M = 1.3 for the solid control. Data between the Mach mmibers of 1.3 
and 1.7 are li6-t preserrtedbecause the very small angle-of-attack ranges 
resulted in large probable errors. (See section entitled 'IAccuracy.") 

The effect of the perforations on AC+&& is small and is seen to 
be dependent upon the Mach nmiber region. At supersonic Mach n&era, 
the A&/&z values are displaced in a positive direction, whereas at _. 
slibsonic speeds the opposite result was obtained. __ . 

Values of &Y&/b also were measured at 8 = 20. No significs& 
differences were obtained with respect to the data at 8 = 0'. 

Although no direct hinge-mment coq+risons have been made with 
other configurations because the author could'find no applicable cwqar- 
ison data, it-shouldbe notedthatthemeasuredhinge l?mnents of the 
present investigation were small throughout the flight (never greater 
than zk2.2 foot-pounds). This is indicatedalsobythevalues of cIc@ 
and &$$h infigmes6and7. Although these values may not appear 
especially low, it should be reme&ered that they are based upon the 
control moment area behind the hinge line which exaggerates their mgni- 
tude relative to coefficients forcontrols hinged forward of the 
40 percent chord. 

. 



Normal Force 

Figure 8 presents a sample variation of normal-force coefficient 
with control deflection at various angles of attach. By use of this 
type of plot and the assumption that normal-force coefficient varied 
linearly with both argle of attach and control deflection, values 
of AC++ and %/M, were obtained. 

values of t2s&/mav are presented in figure 9 for a = 0. These 
values represent the average effect ofboth controls. Also shownme 
similar values which were obtainedby means of a least-squares analysis. 
The differences in the results of the two methods are a measure of the 
nonlinearities of the data(i.e., the change of Q/Mav with a) since 
the least-squares data represent a mean or average slope for all angles 
of attach experienced at a particular Mach nmiber. ThStRdOf AQJ/ABav 
with Machnmiberistypical. However, the general level of the curve is 
somewhat less than indicated by the linearized-theory wahes which were 
obtained from reference 7 for the solid control and are shown in figure 9. 
In addition to the usual limitations of the lineszized theory, a EUDCU 
part of this difference is believed to be due to the flexibility of the 
controls (in twist) and to the perforations in one control which the 
theory does not consider. 

Values of L.C&kz are presented in figure 10 for 8 = 0. Also shown 
are values of &@z which were obtained in a least-squares type of 
EUlSJySiS. The shape of the faired curve is regular andgoodsgreement 
is obtained with the ccxnparison values, whichwere computedfkomanunpub- 
lished extension to the linearized theory reported in reference 9 for a 
rigid wing-body cmibination and modified to include wing aeroelastic 
effects by a method similar to that reported in reference 10. 

Pitching Mcments 

Figure ll presents the vsziation of L?&/&z with Mach nmiber. 
The curve is typical with increasing values up to transonic speeds, a 
leveling off at near-sonic speeds, snddecreasingvalues at supersonic 
speeds. 

Although values of L&/A& were obtained, they are not presented 
since they represent a mixture of control pitching mments and pitch 
deeines moments as explained in the section entitled "Analysis of Data." 
However, good estimates of control pitching effectiveness at supersonic 
speeds can be obtained by assuming that the faired normal-force results 
are acting at the control center of area. 
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cCNCLmICNs 

The results of a rocket-model investigation of the hinge numents 
on a constant-chord, inboard, trailing-edge control with 67 percent over- 
hang balance on a 52.50 swept and tapered wing between the Mach numbers 
of 0.7 and 1.8 led to the following conclusions: 

1. Control hinge moments were small throughoutthe speed range for 
all combinations ofangle of attach and control deflection tested. 

2. The addition of a single row ofholes near the control trailing 
edge resultedinnomeasure&le effects onvalues ofhingemoments due 
to control deflection except for angles of attach near zero at Mach 
nu&ers greater than 1.3 where a small reduction in control restoring 
moments was attributed to the perforations. 

3. The addition of the control trailing-edge perforations resulted 
only in small changes in values of hinge mcxnents due to angle of attach. 

Ungley Aeronautical Iabotitory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., May 14, 1957. 
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TAB331 

NACA RM WfFdt 

Modelwei&t,lb .................... 
Model pitch inertia, slug-ft2 .......... r ... 
Mode1c.g. ....................... 

Wing area: 
Total,sqft ..................... 
&&posed,sqft .................... 

Wing M.A.C., ft 
Leading edge ofw&'M:A:C: 

............... 
.............. 

Wing sweepback: 
I;eadingedge.deg ................... 
Quarter-chordline,deg ............... 
Pmilingedge,deg .................. 

Area of solid control, sq ft .............. 
Areaofperforatedcontrol, sqft ........... 
2M',fi3 ................. ..'.i. 0.; 
2Mlp> f-t3 ........................ 
Sweepback of con-trolhinge~axis. deg .......... 

llg.4 
17.28 

Station 58.9 

2.493 
1.671 
1.056 

statian 66.0 

. . . 

. . . g?; 

. . . 32:5 

. . . 0.u7-7 

. . . O.ZU.42 

. . . 0.00678 

. . . 0.00653 

. . . 32.5 

. 

. 
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(a) Plan Hew. 

L-57-1604 ’ 

(b)Mod.elandbooeterprepmatoryto latching. 

Figure 2.- Test vehicle. 
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(c) Wing with solid control. 

L-86330 - 
(d) Wing with perforated control. 

Figure 2.- Concluded. 
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(c) M = 1.02. 

Figure 4.- Contimd. 
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(a) Variation of Ch tith 8. 

(b) Variation of Ch with a. 

Figure 5.- Sample variation of Ch with a and 8 for the solid 
control at M = 1.02. Arrows lndicatetime sequence of recorded 
data. . 3: 
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Figure 8.- Variation of model normal-force coefficient with control 
deflection &owing lines of constant an&e of attack at M = 1.02. 
Arrarindicatestimeeequenceofrecordedda~. 
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Figure 9.- Variation with Mach nmber of the change in mdel nomal- 
force coefficient with respect to control deflection. 
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